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Two apparently-unrelated Foucault instruments show 

a visual similarity that reflects a historical link
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The slow, clockwise veering 
of the swing plane reflected 
the anticlockwise rotation of 

the Earth beneath, and 
finally provided the first
dynamical proof of the 

terrestrial rotation.

The French physicist Léon FOUCAULT 
(1819-1868) is best remembered for his 
1851 pendulum experiment.

Foucault’s pendulum in the Panthéon in Paris

Foucault about the
time of his pendulum

April 1851
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Crank handle to 
spin the torus up 
to 150-200 r.p.s.
before it is placed  
in the gimbals

Low-friction gimbals allow the
spin axis of the torus to stay fixed

in space.  The microscope or
pointer are used to monitor the
slow drift of the axis relative to
an Earth-bound experimenter

The following year,
1852, Foucault 
devised a new 
experiment for

demonstrating the 
Earth’s rotation.

He called it the
gyroscope, from

Greek words 
meaning “to look 
at the rotation”

The pendulum veering rate
includes a sine(latitude) term.
The gyroscope follows the stars
directly and was invented by
Foucault to provide a conceptually 
simpler demonstration of the 
Earth’s rotation
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The University of Rennes holds a Foucault 
gyroscope set in its physics collection.

The set was acquired c.1875, probably
at a cost of 1 500 francs (~$300).
The maker is the firm of Dumoulin-Froment,
successor to the Froment firm that made
Foucault’s original gyroscope in 1852.
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Foucault gyroscopes are exceedingly rare, perhaps
because they were very expensive (1 500-2 500 francs)

The original 1852 gyroscope was bequeathed to the
Collège de France and has been lost.  We know of 
only 3½ other sets besides the Rennes one.

Foucault gyroscope sets

Paris : Musée des arts et métiers   1867
Rennes : Physics collection           1875
London : Science Museum             1883
Coimbra : Physics Museum                  ?
Washington : Smithsonian Inst.           ?

(one box missing)

If you know of other

Foucault gyroscopes,

please let us know !
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A gyroscope set came with two rotors.  One is missing from the 
Rennes set.  The other has broken suspension pins, so we have 
not yet been able to set the gyroscope going.  However various 
accessories have survived that could be used for demonstrating 
other properties of rotary motion.

From instructions preserved with the
Science Museum gyroscope set

The pin on the
board engages
a socket in one
carrying box to
make a turntable

One of 
the two
fitted

carrying
boxes

A spinning rotor, set in
this frame, turns upside
down if the turntable is
rotated, so illustrating
what Foucault called 
“the tendency of 
rotations to parallelism”. 
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Another University of Rennes Foucault instrument is
his induction-current apparatus for demonstrating the

conversion of mechanical energy into heat 

The experimenter turns the crank to spin the copper disc between
the poles of the electromagnet.  Induction currents heat up the disc.

The Rennes induction-current apparatus with the 
poles pulled back to reveal the copper disc

The copper disc is 76 mm
in diameter and 8 mm thick
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Foucault induction-current machines are relatively 
common, perhaps because of their lower price

(350-400 francs)

Foucault induction-current machines

Bologna : Museo di Fisica
Florence : Museo di storia della scienza
Paris : École polytechnique
Paris : Lycée Louis le Grand
Paris : Musée des arts et métiers 
Pavia : Museo di storia dell’Università
Pisa : Fondazione Galeleo Galilei
Rennes : Physics collection           
Washington : Smithsonian Institution

We suspect many 

more Foucault

induction-current 

machines exist.  

If you know of

any, please let 

us know !

Induction-current machines of 
this style can be found 
illustrated in instrument-makers’
catalogues as late as c.1910.
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However, the form of the poles in the Rennes
apparatus is unusual.

Only the machine at the Lycée Louis le Grand in Paris is 
similar.  All other examples bar one have semi-circular poles, 
presumably to increase magnetic coupling and hence the 

heating effect. 
This leads us to suspect that the Rennes and Lycée-Louis-

le-Grand machines are of early date. 

Poles of the circular form
appear illustrated in

books as early as 1859

Lycée Louis
le Grand

At the Musée
des arts et

métiers the
copper is in
the form of a
vertical bottle. Possibly water was

added and stopped with a cork—which
popped when the water boiled

Florence

École polytechnique
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The obvious similarities between the gyroscope 

and induction-current machines reflects an 

historical link…

(Modern handle)
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The idea of the conservation of energy was gaining ground 
in the 1850s.  

“What happens to this motion that dies into nothing?”
Foucault asked.  “According to the new doctrines,”

he judged, it “should reappear as heat.”

“Having to hand all the items necessary for a prompt
verification,” Foucault went on to test

the new doctrine…. 

In the workshop of instrument-maker 
H.D. Ruhmkorff, Foucault one day witnessed 
the dramatically-rapid deceleration of a metal 
block dropped into the field of a powerful 
electromagnet.Ruhmkorff
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One of the necessary items was his gyroscope torus
seated on its cranking mechanism.  Foucault set
the poles of an electromagnet across the torus. As
he continued to crank, the torus got hotter – from
“16ºC to 20, 25, 30 and 34º”, and then hot enough to 

perceive with his hand.

“If the experiment seems worth of interest,” he wrote, 
“it will be easy to reproduce with increased effect. 

… one will be able to produce high temperatures, and 
put before the eyes of the public gathered in 

lecture rooms a curious example of the conversion 
of work into heat.”

There was nothing radically new in Foucault’s 
demonstration, but it was influential in spreading

the concept of the conservation of energy in France.
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Although Foucault says he
used his gyroscope torus and
crank in his verification, it is 
only when we saw that the 
copper disc was mounted in 
exactly the same way as the 
torus (in a ring, locked to the 
gears with four sliders) that 
we appreciated the accuracy 
of his description.  The Rennes
instrument, made by Ruhmkorff,
embodies closely what Foucault
actually did. This illustrates, yet

again, the importance of hands-on experience
as well as theoretical description for full
understanding of physics and its history !
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A note on the instrument makers

We have seen that inspiration for Foucault’s induction-current demonstration came in the Paris workshop 
of Heinrich Daniel Ruhmkorff (1803-77), who is labelled as the maker of at least the Rennes, Pisa and 
Musée-des-arts-et-métiers machines. Though the apparatus was listed in the catalogues of many other 
contemporary makers (Chevalier 1861, Ducretet 1870, Hachette 1872, Secretan 1874), ‘rebadging’ was 
common. We suspect Ruhmkorff as the maker of all examples from that time even though the Louis-le-
Grand and École-poytechnique machines, for example, are unmarked.

We have no information about the Coimbra gyroscope set, but all the others are by Dumoulin-Froment.

It is regrettable that no trade catalogues are known for Ruhmkorff, Froment or Dumoulin-Froment.

Operating current for the induction-current machines

The Rennes electromagnet has a resistance of ~1.0Ω between the terminals.  For the Louis-le-Grand 
instrument, a more reliable measurement of 0.30Ω was made between breaks in the insulation at the 
ends of the windings, suggesting poor contacts at the terminals after 150 years.  Contemporary texts 
indicate the use of 2-6 Bunsen cells (e.m.f. ~1.9V).  We are unsure what internal resistance typical 
Bunsen cells would have had: two 1890s values discovered on the web are 0.1Ω and 0.9Ω.   
Corresponding currents range from 1½ to several amps.  To obtain hand-obvious heating with the 
Rennes instrument we needed to use a current of 3-5A. However, the disc speed was probably lower 
than the intended value because the gear teeth are damaged, and to avoid further damage we were 
unwilling to crank hard.  Foucault talks of 150-200 r.p.s. for his verification with the gyroscope torus, but 
slower speeds may have been intended with the generally coarser Ruhmkorff device.  A contemporary 
textbook claims temperatures of 95ºC could be obtained.

Downloads

Download PDFs of this poster (3 Mb) and a description of the Louis-le-Grand machine (4 Mb) from
http://perso.orange.fr/tobin


